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In compliance with the Open Meetings Act, Public Act 267 of 1976, as amended, (MCL 
15.264), and State of Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer’s Executive Order 2020-
154, to hold City Planning Commission meetings electronically: 

 
CALL TO ORDER 

 
Vice Chairperson Cousens called the meeting to order at 7:02 p.m. and presided 

over the Pledge of Allegiance.   
   
ROLL CALL       
 
 PRESENT  

Pete Shelters, Jim Smith, Graham Cousens, Mayor Aron Lorenz 
 
EXCUSED     
David Frankel, Ed Robbins 
 
ABSENT 
William Brundage 
     
ALSO, PRESENT John Martin, City Manager; Dennise Dryden, Recording 

Secretary; and Jill Bahm & Megan Cuneo, Planners from Giffels-Webster 
 
 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 

MOVED by Lorenz, seconded by Shelters, to approve the agenda as submitted. 
 

YES: All          NO:  None      Motion Carried  
 

 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
   

MOVED by Lorenz, seconded by Smith to approve the Regular Meeting minutes 
of June 2, 2020, as submitted. 
 

  YES: All  NO: None   Motion Carried 
 
 
MEETING OPEN TO PUBLIC FOR BRIEF COMMENTS 
 
Vice Chairperson Cousens opened the meeting for public comment.  
 
There were 7 guest in the meeting.   
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Diana Moak asked what the plan is going forward with the Telegraph  property.  She 
would like to see a walkway to get to the south side of the lake. 

 
There were no other comments.  
 
 
      MP-003-2020 
Master Plan Discussion 
 
Bahm shared she will go over the survey results, but first she would like Bob Gibbs to 
present the market study results.   
 
Bob Gibbs, Gibbs Planning Group, reported this study provided potential support or 
need for new retail and restaurant space to be built in Sylvan Lake and for existing 
businesses to expand.  They ended up doing two market studies because of the 
pandemic.  There is a demand for additional restaurants up to 26,500 sq. feet.  Five 
years from now, out of the recession, the demand grows to 37,400 by 2025.  They also 
found the retail demand of 54,000 sq. feet of space and after the recession it grows to 
80,000 of addition space.   
 
Cousens asked what assumptions are included here around vacant spaces.  Gibbs 
stated it could be opened beyond what is currently operating.  By 2025 the combined 
retail and restaurant demand grows to 121,400 sq. feet.  The 2020 retail demand would 
generate $24 million in additional sales, and grow to $40 million by 2025. These are 
conservative models he showed.  He provided an exhibit which analyzed 50 retail and 
restaurant categories, showing which is affordable.  This is a good tool to see if they 
want this type of business in the city or not.  The Commission can adjust the zoning as 
they see fit to accommodate these businesses.    
 
Gibbs report they buy data on existing retail sales, they buy internet data such as credit 
usage, time on the internet, site visited-how long spent there and how many clicks 
made, what magazines are read, where you go on vacation, what you do for a living and 
education.  Their studies are usually within 10% accurate of what is being estimated.  
He provided statistics on how many people live in the Oakland County area and 
distance to drive to Sylvan Lake.  They just found there is a shortage of apartments in 
Oakland County and there is a high demand for high end apartments.  Most Oakland 
County residents like walkable downtowns/town centers.  Sylvan Lake’s Orchard Lake 
Road shopping is not walkable.  If the city could build a walkable shopping district the 
sales would probably triple.  95% of spending is outside of Sylvan Lake.  Seniors want 
walkable communities and a small apartment.  Sylvan Lake residents like to read and 
could support a 10,000 s.f. bookstore.   
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Lorenz would like to see the retail analysis on apartments.  Gibbs stated he will provide 
a detail data to the Planning Commission.  Cousens asked if he knew the percentage of 
unoccupied businesses.  Gibbs didn’t have it handy but could provide it next week.  
Cousens noted the influx of business would bring an influx of people which residents 
are concerned about.  They want to maintain the charm of Sylvan Lake and not be 
impacted by traffic.  Gibbs suggested having the Planner illustrate how to have a 
walkable community and how it could be built.  The city can have a very small walkable 
shopping area.   
 
Shelters asked if there is a reason for the vacant business property.  Gibbs noted they 
did call all the for-rent places, but they didn’t receive a call back.   
 
Lorenz asked if it would be worth Sylvan Lake, Keego Harbor and Orchard Lake to hire 
an external professional business who knows development and promotions.  How do 
you get the ball rolling?  Gibbs stated there are a lot communities who hire a business 
recruiter. Sylvan Lake easily has the top 25 demographics in the country and could build 
whatever small of walkable community you want.   Lorenz stated the charm in Sylvan is 
between the lake and trail, not Orchard Lake Road.  The challenge is how to motivate 
developers and current owners to improve establishments.  Gibbs suggested having the 
planner sketch a few different size plans with multiple level buildings and one level and 
different square footage.   
 
Cousens asked if walkable shops would increase property values.   
 
Gibbs noted for the next 12 months the city will receive two free updates on this 
analysis to keep it current.   
 
Megan Cuneo, Giffels Webster, highlighted the community survey.  There were 272 
participants, which is a good turnout.  She showed the results on each of the eight 
questions from City Council and Planning Commission response verses resident’s 
response.  She noted 158 participants left comments at the open-end comments.  The 
board will receive detailed results with all the comments.   
 
Smith asked what the color scale meant.  Cuneo shared that is where the answers lie – 
strongly disagree or agree.  
 
Cuneo shared resident’s concerns where with development  and density growing.  They 
would like walkable amenities and shopping options, transparency between City 
Council, Planning Commission, and the residents.  Most want to engage more.   She 
noted there will be more opportunities for feedback on demographics, housing, 
transportation, and neighborhood.    
 
Lorenz feels the survey should be sent to the businesses in Sylvan Lake too.  They 
should be able to answer anonymously.  Cousens agreed with Lorenz.  Smith noted his 
concern with outside residents answering this survey.  He could tell through the 
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comments.  Bahm stated they can’t control that unfortunately.  They don’t feel anyone 
answered multiple times because the tone was different for each.   
 
Cousens was pleased, to see City Council, Planning Commission and the residents are 
thinking along the same lines.   He is really happy to see that.   
 
Bahm discussed the future land use map.  It is a guide to future planning and 
development. Look at where things need to change.  She is looking for feedback.  She 
reviewed the 2007 Master Plan land use map and asked them what has happened 
since then and helps give an eye for the future.  She started with Sylvan Center and 
asked if this resonates with them.   
 
Lorenz shared they are not giving the developers any easy way to do.  They need to 
have proper zoning in place so the developer doesn’t have to ask.  Bahm stated that is 
where they need to look at your master plan and see your vision for the area.  Bahm 
asked the Board to walk along Orchard Lake Road the full way.  Then think about what 
you heard from Gibbs and residents, things worth keeping and what they want different.   
 
Lorenz asked how they can get more residents involved in the process.  Bahm stated 
they will do a virtual open house.  Maybe give information to some who can have small 
pod gatherings to discuss and share with neighbors.   
 
 
 
CITY MANAGER/COUNCIL COMMENTS 
 
Martin stated City Hall is really busy with zoning permits and inspections.  Currently we 
are working on fiscal year-end activity for the audit.  We are working with our new Police 
Chief and still dealing with Covid-19 issues.  We made some major repairs to our key 
card locks and cameras.  Other big issues have been tennis and pickleball courts 
scheduling issues, volleyball; their use and maintenance of those.  We negotiated with 
Water Resource Commission on a sewer service agreement.  We’ve dealt with issues 
like goose population and what they leave behind.  Recently we have been dealing with 
people circulating a petition regarding the marihuana facilities and the after math of 
people wanting to see them.  We worked on ballot language with the Attorney General’s 
office for an infrastructure millage.  We are trying to get all of our projects done, but it is 
difficult being so far behind due to Covid.   
 
Ferndale beach was closed for a couple of days because of e-coli level.  That is not 
unusual during hot days and without rain; it happened last year too.   
 
The side entrance to City Hall is being worked on to bring up to building code.   
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Lastly, work began on Telegraph a couple of weeks ago. We had a company come in 
and clean up brush on the bottom so we could mow.  The property was a mess.  There 
were people living in there doing things they shouldn’t and making and leaving a less.  
 
A group of residents met with Martin to discuss the plan. Safety is the number one 
concern, but not the only concern.  The area needs to be visible.  Trash and tents have 
been a problem in the area.  So improvements are being made for safety, noise, and 
aesthetics.  All deadwood and dead trees will be removed, clean out all the trash, a 
survey is being done for a chain link fence.  Planting will go along Telegraph inside of 
the fence.   He is contacting MDOT to discuss the possibility of a sidewalk/walkway for 
safe access from James K to the south side of the lake.  He will also try to figure out if 
there is a way to have safe access to Garland from Telegraph. This will be residents 
only.  Stopping to open a gate is not safe.  It is a process and it will be nice when it is 
done.   
 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION COMMENTS 
 
Smith acknowledged there was a lot of information tonight.  He will give it a lot of 
thought.   
 
Lorenz thanked Bob Gibbs for the market analysis; it was very eye opening.  He found it 
interesting there is a shortage of apartments in Oakland County.  He is not a fan of 
them, but with proper planning will result in positive results.  He shared at the City 
Council meeting next week they will consider rezoning the Whitfield property to C2. 
   
Shelters thanked everyone for attending.   
 
Cousens reiterated the data shows we are all on the same page and he asked everyone 
to remind their neighbors to recognize that.  We all want to retain the charm and he 
believes everyone’s needs can be met.  He thanked Giffels Webster and Gibbs 
Planning; they couldn’t do this without them.   
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
 MOVED by Lorenz, seconded Smith, to adjourn the Planning Commission 
meeting. 
 
 YES: All  NO: None  Meeting adjourned at 9:06 p.m. 
 
 
      __________________________________ 
      Dennise Dryden, Recording Secretary 
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      _________________________________ 
      Jim Smith, Planning Commission Secretary  


